Abstract. We consider the impact of value ordering heuristics on the search effort required to find all solutions, or proving none exist, to a constraint satisfaction problem in k-way branching search. We show that when the variable ordering heuristic is adaptive, the order in which the values are assigned to variables can make a significant difference in all measures of search effort. We study in depth an open issue regarding the relative merit of traditional value heuristics, and their complements, when searching for all solutions. We also introduce a lazy version of k-way branching and study the effect of value orderings on finding all solutions when it is used. This paper motivates a new and fruitful line of research in the study of value ordering heuristics for proving unsatisfiability.
Introduction
The entire search space of a constraint satisfaction problem (csp) is explored when one is interested in finding all solutions, counting the number of solutions, or proving that the problem is unsatisfiable. The latter case may also appear as a sub-problem while solving a satisfiable problem when a globally inconsistent assignment to a subset of the variables is being explored. While most research in the area of search heuristics has focused on variable ordering, the question of determining which value should be assigned to the current variable has not received much attention. One reason is that it has been generally accepted that when the entire search space of a csp is explored by a search algorithm that backtracks chronologically, the order in which the values are selected does not affect its search effort, e.g. the number of visited nodes, or the number of failures [4] . A well-known theorem states that this is true for both static and dynamic variable ordering heuristics [4] . In the case of search algorithms that perform binary branching recent work has shown that search effort is affected by the choice of value ordering [11] . However, that work was supportive of the conventional wisdom in the case of k-way branching.
In the case of search algorithms that perform k-way branching we advance the conventional wisdom related to the role of value ordering heuristics in the context of csps. We show that the conventional wisdom only applies when nonadaptive static/dynamic variable ordering heuristics are used. However, when adaptive dynamic variable ordering heuristics are used, value ordering heuristics can make a significant difference in the search-effort of a chronological backtrack search algorithm, including the mac [9] algorithm, even when the entire search space is explored using k-way branching. Furthermore, we show that static value ordering heuristics can make a difference in terms of the number of support checks for algorithms that maintain arc consistency during search even for k-way branching, even when there is no difference in the search effort. A preliminary investigation of how value ordering can affect the search to find all solutions is reported in [8] . Here, we present a more extensive investigation and explain how value ordering can affect search effort when using k-way branching.
We also introduce a lazy version of k-way branching whereby instead of selecting and assigning a value to a variable, a value is selected and removed from the domain of the selected variable. We show that postponing the assignment decision can help in reducing the number of failures. We further perform a detailed analysis and also demonstrate the effect of value ordering heuristics on the search effort when using lazy k-way branching. Finally, we perform a detailed study of value ordering heuristics and their corresponding anti-heuristics with respect to their relative efficiency. We demonstrate that one can dramatically out-perform the other depending on the context. A major contribution of this paper is that it motivates a new and fruitful line of research in the study of value ordering heuristics for proving unsatisfiability.
Although binary branching is theoretically more efficient than k-way branching [6] , in practice the latter can be more efficient than the former on many classes of problem [1] . Our goal is not to compare the relative merits of different branching schemes but to show that value orderings can have a significant impact under all branching schemes. We show the various ways in which value ordering heuristics affect the various elements of search which contribute to an overall effect. The results presented in this paper complement and complete the analysis of the effects of value ordering on branching strategies introduced by Smith and Sturdy in [11] on binary branching.
Background
A csp, P, is a triple (X , C, D) where X is a set of variables and C is a set of constraints. Each variable X ∈ X is associated with a finite domain, which is denoted by D(X). We use n, d and e to denote the number of variables, the maximum domain size, and the number of constraints respectively. Each constraint is associated with a set of variables on which the constraint is defined. We restrict our attention to binary csps, where the constraints involve two variables. A binary constraint C XY between variables X and Y is a subset of the Cartesian product of D(X) and D(Y ) that specifies the allowed pairs of values for X and Y . We assume that there is only one constraint between a pair of
A value a ∈ D(X) is called arc-consistent (ac) if for every variable Y constraining X the value a is supported by some value in D(Y ). A csp is ac if for every variable X ∈ X , each value a ∈ D(X) is ac. We use ac(P) to denote the csp obtained after applying arc consistency. If there exists a variable with an empty domain in P then P is unsatisfiable and it is denoted by P = ⊥. Maintaining Arc Consistency (mac) after each decision during search is one of the most efficient and generic approaches to solving csps. A solution of a csp is an assignment of values to all the variables that satisfies all the constraints. A csp is satisfiable if and only if it admits at least one solution; otherwise it is unsatisfiable. In general, determining the satisfiability of a csp is NP-complete.
Branching Strategies. A branching strategy defines a search tree. The wellknown branching schemes are k-way branching, binary branching [10] and split branching. In k-way, when a variable X with k values is selected for instantiation, k branches are formed. Here each branch corresponds to an assignment of a value to the selected variable. In binary branching, when a variable X is selected, its values are assigned via a sequence of binary choices. If the values are assigned in the order v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k , then two branches are formed for the value v 1 , associated with X = v 1 and X = v 1 respectively. The left branch corresponds to a positive decision and the right branch corresponds to a negative decision. The first choice creates the left branch; if that branch fails, or if all solutions are required, the search backtracks to the choice point, and the right branch is followed instead. Crucially, the constraint X = v 1 is propagated, before selecting another variablevalue pair. In split branching, when a variable X is selected, its domain is divided in to two sets: {v 1 , . . . , v j } and {v j+1 , . . . , v k }, where j = k/2 . Two branches are formed by removing each set of values from D(X) respectively.
Variable Ordering Heuristics. When a dynamic variable ordering is used the selection of the next variable to be considered at any point during search depends on the current node of the search tree. Examples of dynamic variable ordering heuristics are: dom/deg [2] and dom/wdeg [3] . The dom/deg heuristic selects a variable which has the smallest ratio of the current domain size to the original degree of the variable, while the dom/wdeg heuristic selects a variable which has the smallest ratio of the current domain size to the weighted degree of the variable. The dom/wdeg heuristic is adaptive while the dom/deg is non-adaptive. By adaptive we mean that the heuristic measure of a variable at a given node of the search tree is dependent on previous experience with the search process. For a non-adaptive variable ordering, the heuristic measure at a particular node in the search tree is same before and after backtracking to the node. However, this is not necessarily true for an adpative variable ordering heuristic.
Value Ordering Heuristics. A value ordering heuristic is used to select a value from the domain of a variable to instantiate that variable during search. Three value ordering heuristics are total-cost, cruciality, and promise, which are primarily based on selecting the least constrained value for a variable and are proposed in [5] . The heuristic total-cost associates each value from the domain of a variable with the sum of incompatible values in the domains of the other variables. The values are then considered in the increasing order of this count. The heuristic cruciality differs slightly from total-cost. It aggregates the percentage of the incompatible values in future domains. The heuristic promise associates each value with the product of the number of compatible values in the domain of each variable. The value with the highest product is chosen subsequently. For all these heuristics, the compatibility of each value a in the domain of a variable x is tested with each value b in the domain of each variable y constrained with x. This process requires O(n d
2 ) support checks in the worst-case after each variable selection during search. Several value ordering heuristics including min-conflict are presented in [4] , which is, in fact, the same as the total-cost of [5] .
Impact of Value Orderings on MAC
In this section we show that value ordering heuristics can affect the search effort (i.e. the number of visited nodes, failures etc.) of a backtrack search algorithm that forms k-way branching when the entire search space of a csp is explored.
State-of-the-Art on Heuristic Interactions
Frost and Dechter [4] claim that value orderings have no impact on the search effort of a backtrack search algorithm, when all solutions of a csp are searched, which includes when no solution exists. This claim has been made both for static and dynamic variable ordering heuristics [4] . Their argument is that when a variable X with k values is selected, k subtrees are explored independently, and the search spaces of these k subtrees are commutative. To find all solutions or to prove that there are none, every subtree must be explored and therefore the order in which values are assigned cannot make a difference in cumulative search effort.
Smith and Sturdy [11] claim that value orderings can make a difference in the algorithm's search effort when binary-branching is used, and agree that value ordering does not make a difference when k-way branching is used. Their argument is that in binary-branching, if a variable X and a value x 1 ∈ D(X) is selected then two subtrees are created, X = x 1 and X = x 1 . If X = x 1 fails, then the constraint X = x 1 is propagated, which can lead to further domain reduction. This propagation can remove one or more values from the current variable's domain which are not yet considered for instantiation. Hence, the order in which the values are assigned can affect the search effort even if the entire search space is explored.
In the following section we show that k subtrees are not always explored independently in k-way branching. It depends on whether a dynamic variable ordering heuristic is adaptive or non-adaptive. Notice that the heuristic measures of variables for a non-adaptive heuristic like dom/deg and an adaptive heuristic like dom/wdeg are changing during search. When the algorithm backtracks to a node the heuristic measures of all variables of a non-adaptive heuristic like dom/deg is restored to the same measures as they were before exploring that node. However, this does not hold for a dynamic variable ordering heuristic like dom/wdeg, which is adaptive. Consequently, the search spaces of k subtrees may not necessarily be commutative. Therefore, when an adaptive dynamic variable ordering is used for searching all solutions, k-way branching is sensitive to the choice of value ordering heuristic.
The Role of Value Ordering: New Insights
Let us consider a trivial csp whose micro-structure is depicted in Figure 1 (a).
There are five variables P , Q, R, S and T . Their domains are
There are five binary constraints. Here an edge corresponds to a pair of values that satisfy the constraint. For any two values a i and a j , we write a i < l a j if a i is lexicographically smaller than a j . Notice that the csp is inconsistent. The reason for the inconsistency is the sub-problem restricted to the variables R, S and T . The search trees shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) are the results of applying the mac algorithm. The variable ordering heuristic employed by the search algorithm selects a variable having the maximum number of wipeouts with a lexicographical tie breaker. Initially, the number of wipeouts associated with each variable is set to 0. The number of wipeouts, v x , associated with a variable x is written as x → v x . In the search trees, uninstantiated variables are enclosed in the square brackets in the lexicographical order, e.g.
The selected variable is indicated by making it bold. Each assignment of a value to the selected variable represents a node visited in the search tree. When a node is underlined, it indicates a failure.
The search tree in Figure 1 (b) is the result of using the lexicographical value ordering heuristic (lex). Initially, the number of wipeouts associated with each variable is 0, so the lexicographically smallest variable P is selected and it is instantiated to the lexicographically smallest value p 0 . Enforcing ac at this point does not remove any value from any domain. The next lexicographically smallest variable is Q, which is then initialized to q 0 . Again, enforcing ac makes no change in the domains. When the variable R is selected, each of its instantiations leads to a domain wipeout. When R is instantiated to r 0 , first the domain of S is revised against the domain of R and s 0 is removed. Next, the domain of T is revised against the domains of R and S. This results in removing t 0 and t 1 and hence the domain wipeout occurs. When R is initialized to r 1 , there is again a domain wipeout associated with T . The search process backtracks to P and initializes it to p 1 . This again results in the domain wipeout associated with T , since r 0 is removed from R while revising its domain against the domain of P , which eventually results in the domain wipeout associated with T .
The search tree shown in Figure 1 (c) is the result of using the reverse lexicographical value ordering heuristic (rlex). First P is initialized to p 1 which results in a domain wipeout. This happens while revising the domain of T . At this point the number of wipeouts associated with T is incremented by 1. This influences the selection of the variable T after initializing P to p 0 in Figure 1(c) . However, in Figure 1 (b), due to a different value ordering, when P is initialized to p 0 , Q is selected instead of T , which results in a different number of nodes.
When lex is used the number of search nodes is 5 and when rlex is used the number of nodes is 4. This difference is due to the interaction between the variable ordering and the value ordering heuristics. When an assignment fails the number of wipeouts associated with a variable changes. Different value ordering heuristics may change the number of wipeouts associated with different variables. Consequently, the ordering of the values in the previously explored subtrees may influence the decision of selecting the next variable in the subtrees that are yet to be explored. This shows that claims made in [4] and [11] that a search algorithm that forms k-way branching explores k subtrees independently is not always true. Hence, value orderings can affect the search tree of a backtrack algorithm when adaptive dynamic variable ordering heuristics are used with k-way branching for exploring the entire search space.
Impact of Value Orderings on AC
We show that static value ordering heuristics can have an impact on the efficiency of arc consistency algorithms. We focus on the static versions of the heuristics total-cost, cruciality and promise. The ordering based on these heuristics can be viewed as arranging the values in increasing order of their constrainedness. This can be advantageous while revising the domains of the variables, when trying to make the problem ac. More specifically, putting the least constrained value at the beginning of the domain list might help values of other domains to find their support more quickly during revision (on average). This may save failed support checks since the further the first support is from the start of the domain list, the more are the failed checks required to find that support for a given value.
To illustrate this, let us consider a constraint X ≤ Y and study the revision of The fact that ordering the values can reduce support checks during revisions and thereby improves the average revision time does not seem to have been observed before. This is the reason that when a static value ordering heuristic is used in a search algorithm such as mac, it can make a difference at least in terms of support checks even when the entire search space is explored.
Lazy K-way Branching
In k-way branching a decision corresponds to an assignment of a value to a given variable and its dual can be seen as removing all but one value from the domain of the variable. An example of k-way branching is illustrated in Figure 3 , where a box denotes a variable selection and an ellipse denotes selecting and assigning a value to the selected variable. Here X is the selected variable whose domain is {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 } and k = 5. A (positive) decision X = a 1 , is equivalent to removing a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and a 5 from the domain of X, or in other words enforcing a conjunction of inequalities, i.e., X = a 2 ∧ X = a 3 ∧ X = a 4 ∧ X = a 5 .
X X=a1
X=a2 X=a3 X=a4 X=a5 Fig. 3 . k-way branching.
We propose a lazy version of the k-way branching scheme whereby instead of enforcing all (k − 1) inequalities at once each inequality is enforced separately, e.g., each assignment of a value in Figure 3 corresponds to a sequence of inequalities in Figure 4(a) . The k-way branching scheme can be seen as being optimistic whereby, based on some heuristic measure, a most optimistic value is selected and assigned to the selected variable. Lazy k-way branching can be seen as being pessimistic whereby a most pessimistic value is selected and removed from the selected variable. Postponing the instantiation of a variable may help in making better decisions, thus reducing the number of mistakes.
X≠a3 (a) Without Sharing Nodes. An additional advantage of enforcing each inequality separately is that one can infer dependencies between explicitly removed values of the selected variable as a result of making (negative) decisions, and the implicitly removed values of the selected variable as a result of enforcing local consistency, such as arc consistency in the case of MAC. These dependencies can be exploited to reduce the number of decisions. For example, let us assume that a 3 is removed from D(X) when arc consistency is enforced after taking the negative decisions X = a 5 and X = a 4 in the first branch of Figure 4 (a), which is shown by shading the decision node X = a 3 . One can infer the following implication: X = a 5 ∧ X = a 4 → X = a 3 . This effectively means that there does not exist any solution in the resulting subproblem after selecting variable X where X = a 3 . Therefore, if the decision of instantiating X to a 3 has not yet been tried, then there is no need to try it. Hence, the third branch of Figure 4 (a) is not explored, which is equivalent to X = a 3 . This is shown by shading all the corresponding negative decisions: X = a 5 , X = a 4 , X = a 2 , and X = a 1 . This is an original and novel way of reducing the number of useless branches and failures.
In k-way branching, if k branches are explored after selecting a variable, then each value is removed at most (k − 1) times, and in algorithms like MAC, the if Y = null then select and remove any variable X from X 5:
else X ← Y 6:
while P =⊥ ∧|V | < |D(X)| do 8:
select and remove any value v from D(X) 9:
V ← V ∪ {v}; P ← ac(P) 10:
if P =⊥ then 11:
if |D(X)| = 1 then MACLK (P, null) else MACLK (P,X) 12:
if P =⊥ then 14:
if |D(X)| = 1 then MACLK (P, null) else MACLK (P, X) work required for propagating the impact of removing a value will be repeated. This repetition can be reduced in lazy k-way branching. Remember that in lazy k-way branching each assignment of a value to a variable can be seen as a path consisting of at most k − 1 negative decisions starting after the selection of the variable and ending at a node when the variable's domain is singleton. Instead of having disjoint paths for each assignment of a value, as shown in Figure 4 (a), the idea is to maximize the sharing of negative decisions among different paths in order to minimize the work required for propagation. One way of implementing lazy k-way branching in order to share nodes (propagation) is shown in Algorithm 1. Notice that MAC LK requires csp P and the current variable Y . If Y is null then a new current variable is selected (Line 4-5). After the current variable, X, is determined, a set V for storing negative decisions is initialized to ∅, and the domains of the variables are saved in D (Line 8). While |V | < |D(X)| and there is no domain wipe-out, a value v is selected and removed from D(X), it is added to the set V , and ac is enforced (Line 7-9). When the loop is terminated and if P is not empty then the left branch is created (Line 10-11). The right branch is created by restoring the domains to D and setting D(X) to the set of values that were removed in the loop (Line 12-14). If X is instantiated then MAC LK is invoked by setting the current variable to null, otherwise it is invoked with the current variable X.
An example of sharing nodes is presented in Figure 4 (b). In this example the loop is exited after visiting the node corresponding to X = a 4 (in the left branch). Notice that the decision associated with the last node and all those decisions preceding it are shared by all branches originating from this node, thus reducing the work required for propagation. When the algorithm backtracks it first removes all those values that are already tried as assignments to the current variable, e.g., X = a 1 ∧ X = a 2 , as well as those values of X that were implicitly removed while enforcing arc consistency, e.g., X = a 3 . This is done in Line 12 of MAC LK when D(X) is set to V , since V contains only a 4 and a 5 . Notice that X = a 3 is never tried since it was inferred as inconsistent in the subproblem resulting from the selection of variable X.
Similar to the lazy version of k-way branching, lazy versions of binary branching and split branching are also possible. One can infer and exploit the dependencies between inequality constraints involving values of the same domain to reduce the number of failures in a lazy version of any branching scheme. However, this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
Experimental Results
The experiments were conducted using MAC as a backtrack search algorithm. AC-3 was used as its arc consistency component which was equipped with the residual support mechanism and revision condition [7] . We conducted experiments with the static versions of min-conflict, max-conflict, cruciality, anticruciality, promise and anti-promise value ordering heuristics. The information required for these value ordering heuristics was computed prior to search as a preprocessing step after making the problem initially arc-consistent. We also present the results obtained by using the default ordering of the values as specified by the problem instance which is denoted by default. Of course, these heuristics might not be the best or might be very expensive/inapplicable for one or more classes of problems. Nevertheless, the purpose of these experiments is not to prove the efficiency of these value ordering heuristics, but to show that different value ordering heuristics can have a significant impact on the search effort when the entire search space of a csp is explored using MAC with k-way branching.
We also wish to demonstrate the effectiveness of lazy k-way branching when compared with k-way branching.
Search effort was measured in terms of support checks (#c), visited nodes (#n), failures (#f) and the solution time (time) in seconds. All algorithms are written in C. The experiments were carried out as a single thread on Dual Quad Core Xeon CPU, running Linux 2.6.25 x64, with 11.76 GB of RAM, and 2.66 GHz processor speed. We perform experiments on many instances of the problems that were used as benchmarks in the CP solver competition of the CPAI'05 workshop. Table 1 presents results for different value ordering heuristics when the dom/deg variable ordering is used to explore the complete search space. The search nodes for all value orderings is the same as depicted in the first column, which is consistent with the conventional wisdom. However, there is a difference in terms of support checks. On average fewer checks are required when values are ordered based on a heuristic than with the corresponding anti-heuristic. The difference in terms of checks is not significant. The reason is that a huge number of support checks are replaced and reduced by auxiliary checks performed by the residual support mechanism and revision condition. For example, for the queensknights instance qk 12 12 5 mul , 2% of the checks are saved when values are ordered by min-conflict when compared with that of max-conflict. However, if a standard AC-3 is used then 14% of the checks are saved by min-conflict when compared with max-conflict. Table 2 presents results for different problem classes when the dom/wdeg variable ordering is used with different value ordering heuristics and the complete search space is explored using k-way branching. We have computed the ratio with respect to the default for each heuristic different to the default. For each instance, the highest/lowest result is written in bold/italic. The results clearly show that value ordering heuristics can make a significant difference in terms of the number of search nodes and time. It is worth emphasizing that for some problems a heuristic like min-conflict, cruciality, or promise performs better while on some others, its corresponding anti-heuristic performs better. We did some further investigation by solving the same instance with 2500 random value orderings. The results for some of them are presented in Figure 5 ; in these plots each point represents the probability of the search effort to solve an instance exceeding the corresponding number of search nodes on the x-axis. It again shows that value ordering heuristics can make a difference up to several orders-of-magnitude in terms of search nodes when the entire search space is explored; the first two graphs, in fact, exhibit a heavy-tail distribution in search effort. Table 3 presents results for lazy k-way branching and k-way branching when the entire search space was explored with different value ordering heuristics. In the first three rows dom/deg was used while for the remaining dom/wdeg was used. The first observation is that when different value orderings are used in conjunction with lazy k-way branching they can result in different search effort when the entire search space is explored. More importantly, unlike k-way branching, the difference in the search effort is also observed for dom/deg as shown in 2 nd and 3 rd rows. This is because in the lazy k-way branching scheme a decision corresponds to selecting and removing a value, with ac being enforced after each value removal. Therefore, depending on the order in which the values are removed dependencies involving inequalities amongst the values of the same domain are inferred, which are exploited to reduce the number of decisions. Moreover, when dom/wdeg is used, the difference in the search effort is also due to the interaction between variable and value ordering heuristics as explained in Section 3. Table 3 also confirms that lazy k-way branching can reduce the number of failures by up to one order-of-magnitude for some instances when compared with k-way branching. The minimum number of failures between lazy k-way and k-way branching schemes for each value ordering is made bold in each row of Table 3 . In some cases, despite failing more, the ratio of checks per node (#c/#n) is less for lazy k-way branching than with that of k-way branching, e.g., see the row corresponding to the qk 20 20 5 add instance. The reason is that when the problem is relatively hard, more nodes are explored. Consequently more nodes are shared among different branches. Hence, work required for constraint propagation is also shared, which improves the trade-off between the number of decision nodes and the work done on each of them. Value ordering heuristics like min-conflict, cruciality, and promise are proposed in the literature to find one solution quickly, and not for exploring the entire search space. Thus, when it comes to exploring the entire search-space, it is not surprising to see that, for some problem instances, value ordering heuristics like min-conflict perform significantly better than anti-heuristics like maxconflict, while for others it is the other way around, and for some there is only a marginal difference in their performance. We are not aware of any work on value ordering heuristics for finding all solutions with k-way branching in the csp context. In fact for a long time it has been believed that value orderings do not make any difference in the search effort of backtrack algorithm with k-way branching. Contrary to that, we have shown results where the difference in the search effort is up to several orders-of-magnitude because of using different value orderings. These results raise an interesting question: what kind of value ordering heuristics should be used with (lazy) k-way branching and adaptive variable ordering heuristics like dom/wdeg when it comes to exploring the entire search space. Table 3 . Results for lazy k-way branching and k-way branching with different value orderings. 
Conclusions
Given recent developments in the area of variable ordering heuristics, the conventional wisdom with respect to k-way branching and value ordering needed to be reconsidered. We have presented an analysis in this paper demonstrating that value ordering can make a considerable difference in search effort. We demonstrated this phenomenon across multiple problem classes, and for two forms of k-way branching. One of our k-way branching schemes, lazy k-way, is very novel and merits a deeper investigation in the context of CSP solving.
A major contribution of this paper is that it motivates a new and fruitful line of research in the study of value ordering heuristics for proving unsatisfiability.
